
Pollution is one of the biggest problem nowadays if you ask me. Cities, villages, rivers, 

seas,... Everything is hit by that disaster which is caused by us, people, and we're still 

causing it. Environmental pollution is one of the biggest human imperfection which has 

appeard nowadays. People think that they can use natural resources till there is no 

more. They consider them inexhaustible. Unfortunately, it isn't like they think it is and it 

needs to be understood how many animal's and plant's species are decayed and gone 

thanks to human's disgrace and  improvidence. UN's experts warn that if we keep 

pollute the environment like this, the world could face a big disaster. Also we need to 

mention how does the issue of greenhouse gases has been increasing every day. 

''Human in the 20th century probably did more damage on Earth than in all it's history.'' 

This famouse quote of french sea explorer and director of documentary movies Jacques-

Yves Cousteau points out that the environment is getting wasted. Scientists say that 

boost of using fossil fuels brought to accretion of concentration of carbon dioxide which 

is bounded in Earth's atmosphere. That causes so called greenhouse effect which means 

that the temperature on Earth's surface is growing. To environmental pollution comes 

when environment can't process and neutralize harmful side effects by itself such as are 

toxic gaseous emissions so it doesn't come to structured and functional damages of 

system. Many world scientists claim that by continuing polluting the environment will 

come to a disaster such as our croatian scientist Nikola Tesla. He said it in these 

words:''Energy that is given by destruction of natural elements is a crime against the 

nature and it will cause a disaster''. Because of these facts i think that the humanity 

should think more about it's planet. 


